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At the last day of Dasara, Animal sacrifice is practiced in some Eastern states of India and Nepal and killed
animal are eaten after sacrificed Plants, Trees, birds everything that you see have the part of God. This claim
can be supported simply by looking at a quote from one of the religious books. McNulty, and Derek R. Over
time, people became more accepting of the other religions and out diversity grew. School children apart from
the Armed Forces, also participate in the parade. Though these festivals are marked by different communities,
yet they are celebrated by all without any ill-will and communal hatred. The festival marks birthday of Jesus
Christ the founder of Christianity on 25th December. Festivals are a chance to whole people of the country and
world to work and connect for a cause. It has been utilized during the many downfalls of civilizations as a
means of communication and was truly shaped by the Greeks. Most Japanese people do not identify
themselves adherent to a single religion; instead they incorporate different elements from various religions
You need to remember that there are devils in each ERA. At least one-third of the meat of the sacrificed
animal is to be distributed among the needy. H , however, it is not confirmed with the reliable sources.
However, nowadays it is a well-known reality that Jainism is a separate religion of India but not a branch of
either Buddhism or Hinduism. It brings gaiety and mirth thereby strengthening our bond of relationship and
friendship. A religious festival held on a single day, such as the Floralia , might be expanded with games over
multiple days Ludi Florae ; the festival of Flora is seen as a precursor of May Day festivities. When all part of
nature connects with each other for good cause then it creates harmony in the society. The first moments for
the cult could be found in democratic revolutions that took place in Europe around the end of the 18th and
19th centuries. These three religions were practiced in different areas and different time periods and therefore
they will be excellent for a comparison. For religious groups, donning traditional dress is not just seen as
religious duty, but ties closely with spiritual practice and provides a sense of spiritual identity. In India every
country has its own festivals. Once we start growing up and figuring out who we are our musical preferences
change; some people like classical and some like punk It is celebrated at the end of harvesting season. It is
celebrated before the monsoon, the great rainstorms which come each year These are celebrated with great joy
by all the communities throughout the country. Let us improve this post! Here again, we share our meat with
others and show our generosity.


